An Introduction to

The National Saddle Centre
Founded in 1992, the National
Saddle Centre has set new
standards in saddle fitting and
customer service. The company
offers a carefully selected range
of dressage, jumping and
general purpose saddles for the
professional and amateur rider.

“

Every horse and rider combination is
unique; we take the time to listen to individual
requirements, targets and ambitions. We
understand each horses confirmation and
work closely with riders to monitor changes in
a horses development and advice and adjust
saddles accordingly.
Our mission is to provide freedom of movement
and outstanding comfort for both horse and
rider. Maximising the horses biomechanical
ability resulting in a successful, happy
partnership.

”
Jo Beavis

Testimonials
“Jo Beavis offers a very
professional, knowledgable and
dependable service. I trust her
expertise completely and have
found the service offered very
helpful and efficient.”

Gareth Hughes, International Dressage
Rider

“The service the National Saddle
Centre provides is second to none.
Jo takes enormous care to ensure
the saddle fits each horse and is
always there to offer support and
after care.”
Ruth Edge, International Event Rider

“We have used and have
recommended the National Saddle
centre for many years. The service
they offer is friendly, efficient and
knowledgeable. They have a wealth
of experience and this combined
with the wide range of saddles on
offer gives us and our clients the
opportunity to make an informed
decision with supportive after sale
care.”

The understanding approach to

Saddle and
Bridle Fitting
Connecting you and your horse

Russell Guire, Centaur Biomechanics

Contact us
01926 842491
sales@nationalsaddlecentre.co.uk
www.nationalsaddlecentre.co.uk
Foxbrook Farm, Old Warwick Road, Rowington,
Warwickshire, CV35 7AA

www.nationalsaddlecentre.co.uk

Saddles

The National Saddle Centre carefully selects saddles from
the world’s leading manufacturers. Chosen for quality,
reliability, design and performance.

Albion

One of the world’s largest
manufacturers of saddles, Albion also
make their own trees. Their anatomical
designs incorporate the highest levels
of technical engineering to maximise
horse and rider performance.

Amerigo

A saddle line created for top level
performance with correct anatomical
design based on equine biomechanics
that protects the well being of the
horse.

Passier

One of Europe’s leading manufacturers,
Passier saddles are made so they can
be fully adjusted to enhance partnership,
perfection and performance.

Kieffer

Generations of excellence, culminating
in their unique and exclusive adjustable
tree, featuring a Medico seat and all
the benefits of generous wool flocked
panels. Tradition for the benefit of the
horse.

Prestige

An Italian range of single and double flap
close contact saddles. Manufactured in
the highest quality hides. Revolutionary
DI dressage, the ultimate in shoulder
freedom and stability.

Build your On-Line Shop
own Bridle
Choose from hundreds of bridle parts for the ultimate fit
and most flattering style for your horses head.

Head piece
Brow band
Nose band
Cheek piece
Reins
Leather finish
Colour
National Saddle Centre

Membership

At the National Saddle Centre we pride ourselves on
the personal touch. When you register to become an
NSC member you will automatically enjoy the following
benefits:
• 10% discount for all on-line accessories
• Regular discounts throughout the year
• Saddle fitting advice and guidance from our team of
qualified saddle fitters
• A quarterly news letter on saddle fitting, new
techniques, special offers, prize draws and many more

The National Saddle Centre website offers you the
opportunity to browse through hundreds of carefully selected
products. Purchases are made through our secure on-line
payment, customers receive order acknowledgement and
goods are dispatched within 24 hours.

Bridles

Albion | Passier | Amerigo
Keiffer | Prestige

Girths
Stirrups &
Leathers
Numnahs &
Pads
Albion | Passier | Keiffer

Albion | Passier | Prestige

Albion | Passier | Griffin Nuumed
Prolite | Anky

Leather Care

Albion Natural Leather Balm
Passier Lederbalsam
Amerigo Soft Grease | Prestige

Air Vest

Hit Air: the ultimate body protection

www.nationalsaddlecentre.co.uk

